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1 Background
‘Very Short Term Planning’ (VSTP) covers the need to change one or more train
services at very short notice, perhaps on the day itself or within 48 hours.
VSTP is currently employed to:
• Add unplanned train paths in less than 48 hours, in particular freight trains, light
engine and empty coaching stock;
• Develop a basic plan for rapid implementation in response to a disruption ahead
e.g. where speeds are reduced in extreme weather. Note that where the incident
becomes extended, beyond 48 hours, planning will move from the control office/
VSTP environment to Short Term Planning (STP).
• Deal with late possessions, traction and traincrew issues, significant late running
and alterations and infrastructure restrictions, where a relatively crude plan may be
devised for rapid implementation to help with service recovery. It will also be used
for any Short Term Planning (STP) schedules.
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Summary of when VSTP is employed
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• Freight train
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VSTP is currently a manual process which is time consuming and often undertaken
in time-pressured circumstances. A VSTP path for the train needs to be identified
with origin, destination and planned start time. Some of the rules, constraints and
processes normally applied to full planning are flexed and adapted using assumptions
and expert judgement about what is possible outside normal planning rules. Currently,
a VSTP path is not validated to exclude possible clashes with other services at key
locations, stations or junctions. As a consequence, conflicts may occur with other
services and potentially result in further disruption.
Schedules should be created with each path and workings for both stock and crew,
with rolling stock and traincrew diagrams either created or edited. However, there
are no assurances within the system about the existence and quality of the schedule,
including the plan for return working, or the limitations of available infrastructure,
rolling stock and traincrew resources. There is no confirmation of areas such as
return working from terminus platforms in order to provide a planned service and an
available route for other trains to then re-occupy. This means there is a risk that a ‘grid
lock’ situation could occur.
This also has a negative impact on areas that require longer lead times, such as
publishing information to the customer as part of informed traveller requirements,
seat reservations and other staff information.
Therefore, service changes resulting from VSTP are generally not robust or very
resilient. This implies performance and business risks, which, in turn, need to be
balanced against the benefits that these changes bring. Currently, the use of VSTP is
kept to a minimum and is deemed the option of last resort.

2 Aims and benefits
The aim of the call is to:
• Establish how we can implement more VSTP schedules in a robust and validated
way with an allocated and de-conflicted path for each train service; and
• Reduce the time required to administer the VSTP process.
This would ease the current manual burden and provide a degree of intelligent
automation, while interfacing with current and legacy data systems.
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Shorter time
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Increased use and
benefits from VSTP
Increased
reliability of
the train plans
generated

• Greater use for freight and
during expected disruptions
• Transferability to service
recovery situations
• Reduced disruptions and
better information to
passengers
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manual
processes and
systems

Shorter-term benefits
Freight has a greater requirement for ad-hoc train paths. Therefore, improved VSTP
schedules could bring immediate benefits to freight, which will be able to plan and
deliver a more reactive service subject to traincrew and rolling stock availability.
Robust VSTP will benefit passengers by delivering more reliable services when it
becomes necessary to change the base plan in reaction to an unplanned constraint.
This improves customer satisfaction, and can have a positive financial input by
ensuring the adverse impact of very short-term changes is minimised through the
rapid implementation of robust and validated schedules.
More automated VSTP will reduce operators and controllers’ considerable workload,
especially in times of high pressure, so they can use their time more productively to
ensure the VSTP changes are managed and communicated effectively.
Connected systems increase the validity and potential consistency of information
being transferred and published within the schedules.
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Longer-term benefits
The capabilities and systems required to deliver this step change in VSTP would also
act as enablers for, and initial steps toward:
• Adaptable and dynamic contingency plans on demand;
• Testing the constraints and improving the quality of static timetable.
These improvements should provide the foundation for more flexible and dynamic
timetables, where available capacity can be adjusted to meet peaks and changes in
demand.

3 Competition scope
Proposals are invited for innovative solutions that deliver more reliable VSTP and
reduce the time required to do so.
We recognise that there is a relationship with:
• The work that Network Rail and the freight and passenger operators’ communities
are doing on static timetable and train planning; and
• The work being undertaken as part of RSSB’s PERFORM research programme.

VSTP
competition
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Proposals must demonstrate a good understanding of the process of train planning
and VSTP; the related roles and tasks within control centres, including industry
systems, process and GB mainline signalling; and an awareness of past and current
research and development in this area.
Technology development funded through this competition should already have
achieved proof-of-concept and be at TRL 4 or over. It is expected that successful
projects will demonstrate their capability in a relevant test environment. Projects that
carry out demonstrations in live environments are also welcome and will be looked
upon favourably.
Ultimately, we are looking for solutions that could perform well on a congested
railway, can be used in multiple areas of the GB network and have a measurable
impact. The proposed scope of work should include validation of the potential impact
so that it is easier to attract investment for the commercialisation phase and it is
possible to start to build a strong case for its adoption.
The following will be considered out of scope:
• Anything resembling, or close to, ‘business as usual’ activity;
• Technology solutions which are still in early research stages (TRL 1-3);
• Technology solutions which are already near to market commercialisation (TRL
8-9); and
• Anything Network Rail or duty holders are already contractually committed to
provide under their franchise agreement or other agreements (however, solutions
that build and expand on existing commitments and plans are in scope).

4 Eligibility
The competition is open to applications from, but not limited to:
• Train Operating Companies
• Freight Operating Companies
• Infrastructure Managers
• Supply Chain Companies
This competition seeks to encourage greater collaboration between the rail supply
chain and railway undertakings and/or infrastructure managers to ensure that the
needs of both the intermediate users (industry) and the end-users (passengers and
freight customers) are fully understood, and the solutions developed have the best
chance of being applied.
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Therefore, collaborative proposals are strongly encouraged and the inclusion of at
least one organisation with responsibilities for running the railway (either an operator
or an infrastructure manager) is strongly recommended. Applicants should provide
letters of support to demonstrate their engagement with industry.
Each consortium must appoint a Lead Organisation (LO). The LO must be based in the
UK. International partners are welcome to join consortia as long as their involvement
is justified in the proposal and the majority of the work takes place in the UK. RSSB will
contract directly with the LO, which will be responsible for receiving and managing the
funding.

5 Funding
RSSB has allocated up to £3.1 million to fund innovative demonstrator projects that
meet this scope. We expect to fund 2 to 3 projects.
All awards are subject to state aid requirements and further details are provided in the
Guidance Notes Document.

6 Application
The full application pack, including the application form and guidance note, is
available via the competition hub1.
Completed application forms must be emailed to researchcompetitions@rssb.co.uk
by 5pm on 3 January 2020. Please ensure that you allow plenty of time to email your
completed documents, as the deadline is final.
1

https://rssb.wavecast.io/dynamic-train-control-and-planning

7 Key dates
Formal launch

1 October 2019

Submission deadline

3 January 2020

Invitation to evaluation panel

w/c 27 January 2020

Presentations to the evaluation panel

w/c 3 February 2020

Applicants informed of outcome

w/c 10 February 2020

Work to start by

1 April 2020
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Email:
Tel:
Twitter:
Web:

enquirydesk@rssb.co.uk
+44 (0) 20 3142 5300
@RSSB_rail
www.rssb.co.uk

RSSB,
The Helicon
One South Place
London EC2M 2RB
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